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Alpha and Omega, or Aleph Zero. “Having become aware of the obscure wisdom of the 

practitioners of magic, I adopted the name Aleph Zero and performed banishing rituals to 

rid myself of hostile spirits.” 



Carrowmore, Co. Sligo, 1991. “The land falls quiet and springs to life 

beneath the rising and falling sun; from Knocknarea to Carrowmore, from 

bright Lough Gill to twilit Glencar, from the holy well to the holy wood 

above it.“ 



“I stood before the Icon of the Divine Light in Chichester Cathedral (Cecil Collins, 1973) 

and read the inscription: BEHOLD I MAKE ALL THINGS NEW. Rev XXI, 5.” 



Cross of Light Temple Box, 2012. Oak, rose wood and sepele. Brass fittings and gold 

leaf Cross of Light Temple symbol. 



“The Temple record is a record of first hand psychick experience, based on 

the repeated performance of a ritual devised without instruction from pre-

existing religious / occult /esoteric organisations…” 



 

“The primary Cross of Light sign was received through a form of automatic mark making in 

a trance like state, as if ‘from another world’…” 



“Japheth produces a commentary on ‘The Book of the Law’. Jabez focuses on the books of 

Daniel and Jonah and The Gospel According to Saint John.” 



“The primary manifestation of David Tibet’s interest in Louis Wain is probably 

‘The Seven Seals Are Revealed at the End of Time as Seven Bows’ but this 

song falls outside the scope of this article.” 



“The experimental metaphysicians of Cross of Light Temple explore the psychedelic 

mutliverse with the aid of ESB.” 



“He takes a series of photographs from the alcove of the Euston Flyer and calls 

the resulting work ‘Places of Common Magic on Ordinary Days’.” 



“I took a photograph of the house where the leader lived and preyed upon his 

followers and a photograph of the house of one of his senior officers and I 

captioned the photos 'Rat Dens'.” 



“He descends to the underworld beneath the Mound of Krekja and returns with a system of 

knowledge indicated by the Runic Y, which is a sign of SOAB.” 



Nairn Street, Crookes. “The Nairn Street Community, which morphed into NOS, 

explicitly stated: ‘There should be genuine submission to the authority of the 

leaders’.” 



“Stoke-on-Trent is characterised by argumentative acid freaks and lazy 

Bohemian opium smokers.” 



“In Brighton he gained invisibility 

     by dissolving himself into light…” 



“There is a wild celebration. It is a festival of preservation and banishing. Come, 

horses and sheep. Be gone, foxes, crows and eagles.” 



The outward form of the Cross of Light Six-Part Rite, Cross of Light Temple 

Day, 16 January 2013. 



“He observes the sturdy fasces clutching handmaidens bearing the load of 

pretension that is St. Pancras Parish Church.” 



“He engraves a sign on the glass door of St. Thomas’s, Crookes, which reads 

‘This is a house of Pharisees’.” 



“Ecclesall Woods is a forest of mystery in which I rebuild the Temple of 

Ing.” 



Cover of ‘The Word, the Light and the Sign’, 2011. 



Cover of ‘TOPY vs. NOS’, May 2005. 


